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Each month there is a very special Bill Trawick and Sarah Tipton with Employee of
employee recognized for their outstanding the Year Carol Evers.
performance here at Bishop Gadsden. Of
these 12 employees, one is chosen as
Employee of the Year. Carol Evers, Read
Cloister Activity Coordinator, was given this
honor in December and was thrilled to be
recognized after 10 years with us. One
important benefit, Carol says, is “having a
special designated parking space for a year.”
Carol grew up in Newark, Delaware, and
Our teams t-shirts.
as a teenager worked in a retirement home.
She enjoyed the interaction with the seniors
and was fortunate to be near her
grandparents who were residents there.
While attending Elon University in North
Carolina, Carol completed three internships
in Independent, Assisted and Skilled Care
and graduated from Elon with a degree in
Human Services and Art.
It was apparent early on in Carol’s life that
she had a passion for working with seniors.
She moved to Charleston to escape the
snowy winters in the north and to explore the
opportunities in the retirement communities The Employees of the Month.
in the area. She quickly was accepted for a
position at Sandpiper Rehab & Nursing in Mt. Pleasant. After a year and a half she arrived
here at Bishop Gadsden. Our residents and the staff are fortunate to have had the benefit of her
10 years of service. She is deeply devoted to those in her care.
Activities for the Cloister residents are coordinated with those in Myers Hall and Arcadia.
Carol and other members of the staff realize the need for outside activities and tailor these
outings based on the needs and wants of the residents themselves. They go out to lunch once a
month and in nice weather they may visit the Aquarium or take a ferry ride, etc. Carol says
socialization is important for those in her care and helps residents spiritually, mentally and
emotionally.
Carol has served on the Board of SCAPA (South Carolina Activities Professional
Association) for eight years, serving in many capacities. She was part of Bishop Gadsden’s
evacuation process which occurred in 2016 and feels it was a good learning experience and
one which has prepared everyone for continued success in caring for our residents in an
emergency situation. Of course, we all hope this will not be necessary.
Carol is married and lives on Johns Island with her husband and two dogs, enjoying cooking
and preserving. She loves every day of her job and feels blessed to be able to care for residents
in Read Cloister here at Bishop Gadsden. I am sure our staff and all in her care feel equally
blessed.
Congratulations Carol!! Enjoy that parking space.
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C R O Q U E T - F U N

F O R

The Croquet Committee

What an exciting
fall for CROQUET
at Bishop Gadsden!
Phew! Almost 100
BG Residents have
begun to learn the
game, that’s about a quarter of us! It is exciting to be on
the court with each resident while exploring new ways to
challenge our brains, adopt new skills, enjoy gorgeous
weather, and sharing an interest with friends, new and
old. We are meeting new folks/friends from every part of
the campus. It is thrilling to watch the enthusiasm and
skill with which everyone is learning a new sport.
Now that CROQUET is taking off, there are changes in
the Winter Schedule in order to accommodate the interest
that is being generated.
For the new schedule and to plan your play, please
check our page under the Activities tab on BGLife; or,
dive into the Croquet Activity Book on the Activities
Desk. Major additions are Open Play for ALL every day
of the week at 1:30 PM. There is a men’s group forming:
Mallet Men. They will play every Monday at 3:00 PM.
Of course, our Wicket Women are still meeting at 10:30
AM on Mondays. And, lots more!
Secondly, there are enough of us asking questions about
croquet that our very own John Boatwright will hold two
‘Croquet Rules Seminars’ this month. Up until now,
we’ve focused on learning a croquet swing, hitting the
ball with the long stick and big head (The Mallet), how to
find our way around the court, ‘making’ a wicket (knit
one, purl two), etc. Some strategy has been discussed.
Croquet is described by many as playing Chess and Pool
on Turf. It’s a challenge.
John will discuss the strategies, etiquette, rules and
much more in his seminars. The dates are Tuesday,
January 9 and Thursday, January 11, at 3:00 PM. Please
sign up at the Activities Desk for one date. These will be

A L L

held on the court, weather permitting.
John is a certified Golf Croquet Referee. Several
certified Club Golf Croquet referees from clubs in
Western North Carolina have drawn up a simplified
explanation of the basic Rules of Golf Croquet. A pocketsized copy of this guide will be given to all attendees. We
expect the session to last about one and a half hours. He
will help us better understand the rules of the game and
the reasons for these rules. Please know that, at this time,
we are only going to learn the simplified rules for our
area, because Golf Croquet is a sport played around the
world and the game can become complicated if we try and
learn each and every rule from each and every country!
Thirdly, we hope to introduce weekly sessions of
“Competitive Croquet” this year for those wishing to
advance their game, play other teams, and participate in
fun tournaments here and across the country. This level of
play requires a basic knowledge of the rules; so, come on
out to the Rules Seminar! Golf Croquet, originated and
introduced to the US in the 1980’s, is still a young sport.
Becoming competitively proficient to place and win in
sanctioned tournaments is readily achievable with practice
by folks of every age. Our National Champions range
from 19 years of age to 80 years of age. They are folks
just like us who have played croquet for 3-15 years. Here
we go!
Please know that white attire on the croquet court is not
required. There are folks who wear “whites” because of
tradition, to protect their bodies from the sun, Santa
brought them “whites” or because they choose to.
We are also posting a list of those who have signed up
for croquet with names, phone numbers, and email
addresses in the Croquet Activities Book, as well as on
the BGLife, so that you may communicate more easily
with other croquet players.
We look forward to seeing you on the court!

L I T T L E

G E M

Kay Meek

Fran and Peter Read were among the founders of the Community Garden, inspired others to join in, and
encouraged their friends and neighbors to create gardens of their own. The garden suffered a setback when its
location had to be moved to make way for the new Quay buildings, but undaunted, Fran, Peter, and their fellow
gardeners started anew, contributed plants from their own gardens, worked hard, and recruited others to help. The
Community Garden today is a spot of tranquil beauty, better than ever.
To honor Fran and Peter’s long, imaginative, patient efforts members and friends of the Garden Committee last
fall raised money for new plantings of trees, grasses, and azaleas. The work is now complete. Fran and Peter chose
Little Gem Magnolias as the centerpiece. There is a new border for part of the walkway, new lirope creates a frame
for the new trees, and a revised plan shows everything off.
Fran served as the Garden Club President until her health began to fail. She knew about the plans, but didn’t know
there would be plaques near the new trees. We are saddened she did not live to see the project completed, but hope
she would like the plaques, which read:
In Honor of Peter and Fran Read
Whose vision, strength and patient dedication is indispensable to their
fellow gardeners and the Community Garden.
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T H E

P R E S I D E N T / C E O

Bill Trawick

Happy New Year!! I love new beginnings! It gives us permission to ask for forgiveness,
as we pray in The Episcopal Church, for “what we have done, and for what we have left
undone”, and look to the future with faith and optimism. There is no place where we can do
this with greater confidence than here at BG!
From a “business” perspective, we had a wonderfully successful year in 2017. We
continued to make progress with the implementation of our masterplan, focusing on
replacing our aging skilled and memory care facilities; working towards our Medicare
certification and planning for expanded capacity to offer these rehabilitation services;
addressing our growing need for assisted living apartments; and planning cottages for out
new “pocket” neighborhood. We renovated Winningham Court into one of the most
beautiful dining venues in the city. Our IT/Security offices were relocated and greatly improved. We continued with
the cottage siding replacement, gutters, and tank-less hot water heaters. Our on-going landscaping refurbishment
enhanced the beauty of our grounds. The new, ever growing in popularity, croquet court added another active
amenity for residents to enjoy. All this reminds me of Joel Grey saying in “Cabaret”, “Something for everyone!” It
was an intense, but very productive year!
From a “community” perspective, last year was equally successful. The programs offered were exciting and
stimulating. Residents continued to rave about their dining experiences. Our housekeeping services showed great
improvement and increased satisfaction. Our care areas received some of the highest marks ever on our Resident
Satisfaction Survey. And last, but far from least, the goodwill and generosity between our residents, our staff and
residents, and to those in need beyond our borders, were affirmations to the wonderful “Community” we have
created together!
As we enter the new year, I am so grateful for all we have achieved together and look forward to another great
new year, filled with opportunities to make BG even better; all the while never missing an occasion to love on one
another!
I wish each and every one of you a happy, heathy 2018!
H O W

W E

S P E N T

C H R I S T M A S

Sallie Gough

2 0 1 7

First, let me list all the good things about this:
 I would have had to wear some outfits more than once on the cruise, HORRORS!
 Jamie only had to dress in his formal attire once, on New Year’s, instead of twice on the cruise. A big plus for
him!
 I didn’t have to suffer withdrawal symptoms for leaving my precious Attic behind, which is better entertainment
than anything offered on a cruise.
 We got to write wondrously conceived letters and emails of angst, anger, disappointment, and threats to the
cruise line, the travel insurance company, the travel agency, our Senators, the State Department, 60 Minutes,
local and national TV and press outlets. Very satisfying.
 Although an obscenely expensive two week cruise, we consider
blip on the financial screen, Wall
but not
Betty this
and aVella
of fatal.
Fame
Thank Goodness, BG will not throw us out if we come up penniless!
So, what happened:
But wait! First of all I need to tell you why we purchased passage on the Crystal Serenity, sailing on 20
December for two weeks in the Caribbean. We’ve had bad experiences in the past with trying to go into the
mountains to join family for Christmas (weather, ice and traffic). So, we were determined to cancel all our sons’
thoughts of having the folks come for Christmas (mountains of NC and mountains of Utah). Also, good BG friends
were booking passage. And this was the first time such a luxury line was coming to Charleston to start and end a
cruise. The convenience was irresistible and the experience was going to be extraordinary.
Well, it WAS extraordinary! Now, what happened:
The BG bus transported all of the BG “cruisers” to the terminal, and vast amounts of luggage were hauled with
us, out onto the tarmac, and into the ship.
Dressed to kill, we went through the TSA arch, and rang all the bells, with wanding of the bodies to follow. Big
jewelry and artificial hips, knees, etc. set the alarms jangling with Christmas cheer.
Arriving at the passport desk, the routine changed for the Goughs… Picture this: this cavernous, almost empty,
old port terminal with a short row of desks on one side and two folding chairs up against the wall. The agent looked
at our Passport Cards, and asked us to have a seat to the side….looking through a
Continue onto next page.
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C O R M O R A N T S

Norman Walsh and Katy Huger
Residents who live near one of the
three ponds at Bishop Gadsden have a
special opportunity to observe water birds
that visit us. The Quay Pond, which was
created a little over two years ago, seems
to get a variety of birds. So far, I have
identified 13 species of water birds which
have visited Quay Pond, which I observe
from our balcony in the 400 building.
For several months Quay Pond has been
home for four Cormorants. They come
early each morning to fish, swim and
spend time on shore with their wings
spread out to dry. Cormorants are so
numerous in the Lowcountry that occasionally the State
has declared them a threat to fish population. They may
become a significant problem for the fish population in
our ponds. The species here is the Double Breasted
Cormorant. I have seen Anhinga at BG only twice.
At first glance, these birds look alike. However, there
are obvious differences. The most obvious difference is
that a Cormorant has a curved beak (remember “C” for
curved) and the Anhinga’s is straight. This affects the
way they fish. Generally, Anhingas swim on the surface
and spear fish. Cormorants chase and catch their prey
underwater and will swallow them underwater or come
to the surface to do so. The Anhinga has a long curved
neck and is also known as the “Snake Bird” or “Water
H O W

W E

S P E N T

C H R I S T M A S

Turkey”. While swimming, its body is
submerged and only its neck and head are
exposed. The Cormorant’s body is
exposed on the water surface. Ducks
have oil glands which coat their feathers
and render them water resistant. Anhinga
and Cormorants lack these ducts and
must allow their feather to dry before
they can fly efficiently. So, when you see
them with wings spread, they are merely
allowing them to dry. The black wings of
the Anhinga have beautiful silver white
patches (see BG Life photos) while
Cormorants wings are solid black.
Anhingas are much stronger fliers than Cormorants and
can soar like vultures and attain several thousand feet in
altitude.
As soon as the floating Christmas lights were placed in
Quay Pond, the Cormorants have used it as a resting
place.
To see more interesting photos, go to BGLife >
Activities > Nature > Birds.
A follow up: In the October GA B, I wrote about
ducks. Many of us had affection for our lone Muscovy
duck which visited all of our ponds and was frequently
seen in the wetlands by the Woodlands homes.
Unfortunately, that duck has not been seen since
October.

C O N T ’ D . . .

window at the spotlessly white ship loading all the luggage. About 30 minutes later, the ship’s Purser came to us…
she couldn’t have been nicer, more informed and informative, and apologetic WITHOUT allowing for any
compensation. She informed us that Trinidad and Tobago, located just offshore from Venezuela, would not accept
our Passport Cards, and furthermore would not let the ship enter their waters with such passengers! We were
excused!
Another long wait, and our luggage was pulled from the bowels of the ship, and we trudged down the gangway
to the street for our Uber (1st time with Uber, great and inexpensive ride). Imagine these two rather elderly folks,
dressed so nicely, being passed in the opposite direction by the incoming travelers (checking in, dressed in cut-off
jeans and flip-flops). Agony!
Why: Two years before we had elected to renew our passports with the new Passport Cards, the size of a credit
card, fully legal, issued by the State Department, with the wording on the back “Valid only for international land
and sea travel between US, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Bermuda”. There have been no travel advisories,
alerts from the cruise line or travel agency to warn about any exceptions to the acceptance of this card.
Furthermore, the agents seeing the card had never seen this card before and even called the ship’s Purser.
So, to add to my list of the good in this whole unusual event:
-Returning to our fabulous home, often described as a landlocked cruise to Paradise.
-We were still surrounded by family located here, old and new BG friends.
-We didn’t get sick with a virus onboard, and we didn’t get seasick.
-We didn’t spend the “obligatory” dollars on trinkets in every port.
-We didn’t have to visit the loathsome Trinidad and Tobago.
We think this is a State Department error, or that something untoward just happened in international relations. In
any case, everyone concerned is denying liability. As I said, it’s just a blip on the screen. Writing all our emails
and letters, we are “getting over it.”
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Dr. Jack Hisley

Acetaminophen has become the leading cause of acute liver failure in the United States.
In June of 2009, an FDA advisory committee convened to address the problem of liver
damage related to the use of acetaminophen in prescription and non-prescription drugs.
Recognized by many as the active ingredient in Tylenol, acetaminophen is found in many
commonly prescribed products including Vicodin, Percocet, Darvocet, and Floricet, and in
the non-prescription drugs Excedrin and Midrin. Acetaminophen is a safe and effective
medication when used to relieve pain and fever according to the directions on the label. It is often combined with
other ingredients and is an active component in over 100 medications. Problems arise when the recommended
dosage is exceeded or when the patient has underlying liver compromise related to chronic alcohol use, malnutrition,
or dehydration. Normally metabolized by the liver, misuse of acetaminophen (known as paracetamol in the U.K.)
can cause liver damage. In this country, liver damage from acetaminophen constitutes the second leading reason for
liver transplants.
Early symptoms of liver damage are subtle and resemble a flu-like illness: loss of appetite, nausea and vomiting.
Blood tests to assess liver function begin to rise within 12 hours following an acetaminophen overdose. Jaundice,
right upper abdominal pain, and bleeding problems occur a few days prior to the onset of acute liver failure. Early
recognition and treatment with the antidote N-acetylcysteine (NAC) usually resolves the toxicity. The liver has
amazing regenerative powers. However, the liver transplant survival rate following a delay in treatment is only
around 60%.
When taken as directed, acetaminophen is a safe and useful drug. It is important to be proactive and follow these
simple rules:
1. Avoid products that contain multiple ingredients.
2. Inform your health care provider if there is an alcohol problem or if you have liver disease.
3. Be aware that coumadin (a blood thinner) plus acetaminophen may increase the risk of bleeding.
4. Never take more than one medicine that contains acetaminophen.
5. Never take more than directed.
6. Never take acetaminophen longer than directed.
7. Ask about interactions with other medications.
8. Choose an over-the-counter product by its active ingredient, not its brand name.
If an overdose has occurred, don’t wait – call 911 or poison control (800-222-1222) to find out what to do. By the
time that symptoms are experienced, much liver damage may have already occurred.
C O N N E C T I O N S

C O R N E R

Marisa Lynch, Home Care Director
Who works in BG Connections? Every day I thank my lucky stars I have a great
team to work with! Susan Kyle-Bell is our Client Service Manager and she acts as a
liaison between the residents and our office. Should you be interested in home care
services, Susan will schedule a time to meet you in a convenient location to discuss
how BG Connections can assist you. A service plan for your specific needs will be
developed and then a schedule will be established. When Susan brings that information back to our office, Susan
and I meet with Cynthia Ward-Eurie, BG Connections Scheduler, to discuss the specific needs for that individual.
Cynthia is then responsible for making sure our caregivers and residents have a schedule that is complete and
consistent. Throughout the time our caregivers are working with you, Susan and Cynthia are in frequent contact with
the individuals we serve. They maintain each individual’s service plan and schedule and update that information as
necessary. So the next time you call and Susan or Cynthia answers, you will know their role with BG Connections
and how each of us can best assist you!
You can reach us at:
marisa.lynch@bishopgadsden.org or (843) 406-6379
susan.kylebell@bishopgadsden.org or (843) 406-6161
cynthia.ward-eurie@bishopgadsden.org or (843)406-6160

I N
Marjorie “Maggie” Shore
11/19/1928-12/18/2017

L O V I N G

M E M O R Y

Elizabeth “Lib” Williams
9/20/1927-12/18/2017

William “Bill” Reynolds
6/9/1921-12/23/2017
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F O N T A I N E

Dr. Jack Hisley

Prior to John Harrison’s discovery of a sea
going chronometer that was recognized by an
act of the British Parliament in 1773, blue
water navigation relied on dead reckoning,
latitude sailing, and coastal landmarks for
north/south passage. Fifty years would pass
before mariners adopted the chronometer for
common use. Although the shipmaster was
now able to locate his ship on the globe, he
was unable to chart the most efficient and
shortest route. In the age of sail, unpredictable voyage
length had economic consequences.
In 1802, Nathaniel Bowditch’s book “The New
American Practical Navigator” was published. His book
corrected many errors in the navigation texts of the day
and simplified, in a practical sense, the study of
navigation. Bowditch became an International Standard
and quickly became the navigator’s bible at the U.S.
Naval Academy.
However, neither Harrison’s chronometer nor
Bowditch’s “Practical Navigator” were able to assist the
shipmaster in finding the winds and currents necessary
for setting a favorable course.
Matthew Fontaine Maury, a self-taught scientist who
mapped the winds, the currents, and the calms, would
provide the framework for route planning. Maury was
born near Fredericksburg, VA in 1806. His family
moved to Tennessee when he was five years old. In
1825, thanks to Tennessee Senator Sam Houston’s
sponsorship, Maury became a midshipman in the U.S.
A

M A U R Y

Navy. His interest in navigation began during
his first sea voyage aboard the frigate USS
Brandywine, which was transporting the
Marquis de la Feyette home to France. After a
disabling stagecoach injury, 33 year old
Maury was relieved of sea duty and assigned
to a desk job. He devoted his time to the study
of Naval Meteorology, navigation and the
charting of winds and currents. In 1842 he
became the first Superintendent of the Naval
Observatory in Washington, DC, which is a depot of
charts, navigators’ instruments and thousands of old
ships’ logs. Shipmasters kept detailed logs while at sea,
recording observations about sea state, weather, winds,
currents and calms. These logs were rarely studied.
Maury pored over the details in these logs, organizing
the information on winds, currents and calms of all seas
in all seasons. He organized an International Maritime
Conference, which worked to standardize the logs kept
by all shipmasters. Maury encouraged shipmasters to
provide their logs for study by giving them their choice
of nautical charts from his Lucky Bag. Maury reasoned
that shipmasters of whaling ships had much to contribute
in that whale migration followed the ocean currents and
whalers followed the whales. Years of producing charts
of the sea’s currents, winds, and calms culminated in the
publication of “The Physical Geography of the Sea” in
1855, which was a comprehensive book on
oceanography that emphasized charts of winds and
currents.
F O R W A R D

M A R C H

Ray Houlihan
History is replete with
seminal challenges but,
when studied carefully turn
out to have been building up
for some time. Such a
challenge occurred a few months ago when Harvey
Weinstein was hit with his personal “Ft. Sumter”
moment. The accusations against his sexual abuse of
women released the flood gates of revelations against
executives and Hollywood performers from every corner
of America. A shocked and dismayed public wondered
why it had happened and what else was forthcoming.
The answer to these questions may have had their
origin during World War II when women had to leave
their kitchens to join the war effort. Their husbands were
overseas fighting the war and “Rosy the Riveter” was
replacing them in manufacturing plants all over the
country. That was 75 years ago but it was a turning point
for women who have seen endless advancements toward
their goal for equality.
The Weinstein explosion sent shock waves through

countless boardrooms and the justly famous “casting
couch” was on its way to becoming a thing of the past.
Women still have a way to go but the pace of their
progress may just have moved into a higher gear.
On the other side of the world the crown prince of
Saudi Arabia announced his decision to allow women to
drive cars without a male chaperone. This development is
an important step forward for Saudi women who
historically were kept under wraps. This is all part of the
international revolution as women continue to achieve
victories.
The combination of advancement in women’s
education and technology has increased the need for
greater knowledge at the expense of physical strength. In
other words, the women have a much more level field in
the academic and scientific worlds. In the meantime
sexual revolution continues while the weaker sex is
telling the caveman to stay out of her cave while she
screams-ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! As new names appear
in the headlines every week, it’s clear that this intriguing
battle isn’t likely to recede any time soon.
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Emma Christopher

Porcelain is the ceramic found in
the dishes we call china. It was
first created in China sometime
during the Sui or Tang dynasties
from 500 to 900 A.D. A white clay
called kaolin was discovered and used
to create vessels and dishes that could
withstand very high firing temperatures.
When these were removed from the
kiln they were vitrified, stronger
than previous ware, non-porous,
translucent and resonant and white.
This superior ceramic ware made
its way west in small amounts via Marco Polo and the
Silk Road until Portuguese mariners returned to Europe
with it in the 16th century and the Dutch followed
shortly thereafter. Porcelain became the rage among
the nobility in Europe. Kings and Counts built rooms
around the porcelain they acquired from China and they
displayed it with the same pride we might reserve for
our finest paintings today.
The secret of manufacturing porcelain was explored
in France and Italy in the 1500s and 1600s but neither
effort was really successful. It took Augustus I of
Saxony to encourage, support, require and finally
achieve the solution to the manufacture of porcelain in
Europe. His employees, Tschirnhaus and Bottger, are
given credit for the first manufacture of porcelain in
Europe in 1709 at Meissen.
The English had beautiful wares of their own,
although they were primarily fashioned from
creamware which is not as durable as porcelain, nor is it
as nonporous, translucent nor white when fired.
English nobility and the wealthy began to commission
their dinner services and garniture from China where
they could send a pattern of their own design,
frequently with coat of arms, and have the Chinese
copy it. Under these circumstances, English potters
determined to create a ceramic with the properties of
2 0 1 8 :
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porcelain. A successful formula was discovered around
1770.
In the colonies, all goods purchased from overseas were
required to be purchased through English intermediaries.
Creamware was popular, but the wealthy chose to order
Chinese export dishes which they could have designed to
order. There are many identifiable pieces of Chinese
porcelain from this period. Puritan and Quaker designs
from New England are quite plain. Philadelphia and
Charleston designs are more elaborate. In Charleston, the
Manigault service is one of these. Perhaps the most
famous of the made to order services in American history
is George Washington’s dinner service with the symbol
of the Society of the Cincinnati.
In South Carolina, a master potter named John Bartlam
emigrated from Staffordshire England in 1765. He came
to the colonies with the thought that he could make fine
creamware in the colonies and sell it more cheaply than
imported ware would cost. The clay in Cain Hoy (now
Cainhoy) only nine miles from the center of Charleston
suited him and he set up his manufacture there. Very
shortly, however, the success of the English in creating
porcelain inspired him to attempt his own manufacture of
porcelain which was successful. For years it was thought
that the firm of Bonnin and Morris in Philadelphia was
the first to create porcelain in the colonies, but when the
Cain Hoy site was threatened with development,
archaeologists discovered shards and several whole
pieces that predate the Bonnin and Morris ware.
There are many shards from the Cain Hoy site, but
there are only four or five whole pieces of Bartlam’s
porcelain still extant. In the fall of last year, the Gibbes
Museum had one of them on loan from the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. I was at the museum with friends when I
came across the simple tea cup in blue and white and I
had a bit of explaining to do as to why I was so thrilled
by seeing that little cup. I recently learned that the
collection of shards from the Cain Hoe site have been
given to the Museum of Charleston.

Y E A R

O F

G I V I N G

Kimberly Borts, Director of Charitable Giving
We say goodbye to 2017 with great appreciation for the amazing giving each of you have shown. At the time of
this printing, we are still tallying our total giving. However, we are very confident in stating that 2017 will be the
year that we distributed more money than we ever had for our residents in financial need, as well as for our outside
deserving charities!
As we begin 2018, please note residents have the opportunity to spread their annual giving over 12 months,
through monthly giving added to their resident account. You can support any of our funds—the Bishop Gadsden’s
Charitable Fund, Employee Appreciation, Strongheart Scholarship, the Trawick Endowment and the Guerry
Endowment. Previous monthly donors, will be receiving a form in the coming week and note, you must complete a
new form every year. For those that have not given monthly previously, but are interested in doing so, additional
forms will be located in the mail room for the first two-weeks of January.
Monthly giving offers a unique way to make your donations to Bishop Gadsden, I encourage you to think about it
and as always, please contact me with any questions at 843-406-6334.
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Jenny Juhasz, Britt Lock, Cecilia Moore, and Christy Smith

Bishop Gadsden Celebrates Christmas
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W H A T ’ S

H A P P E N I N G !

Jenny Juhasz, Britt Lock, Cecilia Moore, and Christy Smith

Mark Your 2018 January Calendars
Monday, January 1

Charleston January
Events Calendar

Please note, these are not Bishop Gadsden
events; therefore, no transportation is provided.
January 5

Monday, January 8, at 3:30 PM
New York Time Best Sellers Review
Myers Hall Living Room

Masterworks: Braham’s Symphony #2
Gaillard Center
843-723-7528

January 7

Thursday, January 11, at 4:00 PM
Never too Old to Safari
Blackmer Hall

Ovation Concert Series
Dock Street Theatre
843-763-4941

January 10

Monday, January 15, at 3:30 PM
Popcorn Bar
Myers Hall Living Room

Charleston Health & Wellness Expo
Gaillard Municipal Auditorium
843-856-1949

January 12

Conversations with a Curator:
The Early Days
The Charleston Museum
843-722-2996

January 18

Charleston Jazz Festival
Locations and Times Vary
843-641-0011

January 18

Saturday, January 20, at 3:30 PM
Musical Trivia with Alton Cox
Myers Hall Living Room

Gershwin and Bernstein take NY
Gaillard Center
843-723-7528

January 19

Sunday, January 21, at 3:00 PM
Girl Scout Visit
Morse Activity Room

The 5 Browns
Gaillard Center
843-242-3099

January 20

Wednesday, January 24, at 3:30 PM
Chopped Series Talk and Viewing
with BG’s Executive Chef Ted Jackson
Morse Activity Room

The Giver
Dock Street Theatre
843-577-7183

January 28

Cabaret
Gaillard Center
843-242-3099

Tuesday, January 16, at 4:00 PM
Denison Hilltoppers
Chapel
Saturday, January 20, at 10:45 AM
Captain Chuck Fisher
Sweetheart Tunes & Country Classics
Arcadia Close

Tuesday, January 30, at 3:00 PM
The Whitings Duo
Morse Activity Room

Celebrate Bishop Gadsden’s
30th Anniversary
Friday, April 13, 2018

Resident Update Meetings
Myers Hall: Thursday, January 11, at 3:00 PM
Myers Hall Activity Room
Apts/Cots: Wednesday, January 17, at 10:00 AM
Blackmer Hall
Read Cloister: Wednesday, January 17 at 4:30 PM
Morse Activity Room

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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HAPPY JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

Welcome New Residents
Bill Fuller
Leo & Betty Weber
Pete & Connie Wyrick

1

Laura Wallace

13 Gordon Bondurant

18 Barbara Burbello

4

Charlie Collins

13 Anne Johnson

19 Eve Evans

4

Bob DeMarco

14 Lucia Childs

21 Lee Baker

4

Donald Marti

14 Sarah Darwin

23 Keith Emge

5

Mary Robinson

14 John Witsell

24 Dan Wooldridge

6

Frances Porcher

15 Dori Helms

25 Bill Harms

6

Ray Willeford

16 Lenora Brownlee

28 Judy Cassatt

7

Josi Hahn

16 Joyce Howe

30 Helen Clement

7

Patty Hancock

17 Diana Sodi

31 Ginna Gauss

10 Cal Calcote

B G

E A T S

31 June Warner

O U T :

A M A L F I ’ S

Adelaide Wallinger

HAPPY NEW YEAR to everyone at
BG!
I have a gift for you – a comfortable,
reasonable Italian restaurant that is close
by – one you will want to visit often. Its
Amalfi’s in the James Island Center at the
corner of Maybank and Folly Roads.
We’ve been searching for just this kind
of Italian restaurant where you can go out to eat,
especially on a Sunday evening, just as you are, without
breaking the bank. And, if you do not want to eat in,
you can stop by for take-out, come home to eat and
watch the latest season of The Crown on Netflix.
This month’s column is one of superlatives: best
bread, best lasagna and best Veal Piccata I’ve ever had
and I do mean EVER.
Pat Mesel and I had lunch at Amalfi’s and, as usual, I
ordered lots of food to sample. Our waiter brought out
the most beautiful homemade bread made from pizza
dough, shaped like a piece of pie. I went crazy over it
dipping it in olive oil floating with dark balsamic
vinegar. I could have made a meal of just the bread.
(You can order extra bread to take home.)
Pat had the SOUP, SALAD AND DRINK
COMBINATION ($6.50) choosing the traditional
FLORENTINA SOUP ($4.75 alone), made with
homemade chicken broth with spinach and parmesan
cheese. I chose the same combination choosing the
best TOMATO BISQUE SOUP ($4.75 alone) I’ve ever
had – rich and so delicious! There is also a CRAB
MEAT BISQUE ($6.75 alone) that I’ll order next time.
I ordered two entrees: LASAGNA ($11.25) and
VEAL PICCATA ($15.95). The LASAGNA is a large
square of deliciousness about an inch and a half high

topped with melted silky cheese. It’s so
good that we’re going to have it (take-out)
on Xmas Eve at our Creek house.
The VEAL PICCATA featured two nice
sized tenders with a beautiful lemon sauce
over pasta. It will be hard to revisit
Amalfi’s without ordering both of these
again.
Every pasta entrée is served with your choice of
homemade soup (CRAB BISQUE $2.50 extra), a side
salad or Caesar salad.
Dessert was a different take on TIRAMISU ($6.00). It
came in a tall thin glass with two tall Italian cookies.
Very tasty, it was reminiscent of an egg custard or flan.
We’ve just scratched the surface today: There are
appetizers like antipasto, mozzarella sticks and
bruschetta. There are pastas like FETUCCINE ALLA
BOLOGNESE ($11.25). There are chicken and eggplant
dishes and a wide range of seafood dishes. I want to try
the AMALFI SEAFOOD COMBINATION ($16.50)
featuring local shrimp, clams, mussels and calamari
sautéed in homemade marinara sauce and served over
linguini.
Pizzas, Neapolitan and Sicilian style, are priced from
$9.95 to $17.95 (the AMALFI SPECIAL with four
meats). There is also PIZZA BY THE SLICE ($3.25),
with toppings at $0.50 apiece. The menu also includes
Stromboli’s, calzones and 8-inch subs. There are five
items for children priced at $4.95.
The restaurant is open Monday through Thursday 11:00
AM-10:00 PM, Friday and Saturday, 11:00 AM-11:00
PM, and Sunday 11:00 AM-9:30 PM. The other Amalfi’s
is in the Belle Hall Shopping Center on Long Point Road
in Mount Pleasant.

View the GA B online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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C H A P L A I N ’ S

U P D A T E

Rev. Tom Wilson, Director of Pastoral Care
Over the years I regularly make ‘gratitude lists’. By
making these lists, it is easier for me to recognize how
blessed a life I have; blessed yes, perfect no. As I am
finishing my first year at Bishop Gadsden as your
Chaplain, I thought a ‘gratitude list’ was in order
In reverse order, these are the top 10 things I am
grateful for this past year at BG.
10. Friends have already come to visit; encouraged
not only to see us, but beautiful Charleston.
9. I have a wonderful office, the BG Chapel and
fabulous volunteers. Janie has been here to help guide
me.
8. Our oldest child and wife are a quick plane flight
away; and our youngest is living in Winston Salem
NC, which allows for frequent visits and exploration
of NC.
7. BG—the wonderful food in the Café and almost
unending opportunities for great lunch time
conversations with Residents and Staff alike; oh and I
H E A R I N G

have only gained about 8 pounds of the BG 20!
6. Fripp Island and its beautiful beaches are less than
100 miles from our new home.
5. I am enjoying the opportunity to work with an
ecumenical group of ministers as we collectively minister
to and support BG Residents.
4. Sydney, our 7-month old Australian Labradoodle,
joined our family this year, with her puppy antics.
3. I am making friends and being supported by amazing
BG and area clergy.
2. Ruth and I have regular opportunities to spend twoday week ends together, for the first time in 36 years of
marriage.
1. Perhaps the best thing is—I am privileged to minister
to and work with the Residents and Staff.
None of the above could have taken place without
God’s guidance. There is one last focus for my gratitude:
to Bill, Sarah and all of the BG Staff and Residents who
were involved in offering me the BG Chaplain’s position.

A I D - T H E Y ’ R E

Frank Meade

A M A Z I N G !

After years of denial, I admitted my loss of hearing! Last
month I bought hearing aids, and I am now the envy of my
partially deaf friends...my aids have rechargeable batteries!
No hassle with tiny batteries; just put the aids in a small
box at bedtime and they are clean and recharged by
morning.
Consumer Reports Magazine listed 15 brands, sorted by
reader score. Then the consumer organization rated them
by the following criteria: battery life; ease of changing or
charging batteries; ease of cleaning; fit/comfort; value; and sound clarity. The top half dozen brands are: Phonak,
Widex, Oticon, Resound, Siemens, and Rexton. Rexton, which makes Costco’s Kirkland Signature, is rated # 2 for
value.
My hearing aids offer multiple programs and features, as do the better brands, aiding hearing in a variety of
environments and circumstances.
Most hearing aids have low-battery signals, wax guards, automatic and manual volume control, wireless
connectivity between the two hearing aids, data logging, and telephone adaptation.
Another key feature is Telecoil, a small coil inside the hearing aid that picks up a magnetic signal from hearingaid-compatible telephones and public address systems in conference rooms and concert halls, etc. Many modern
hearing aids also have a directional microphone, which makes the audio signal in front louder than the noise from
the rear or sides. Other features include feedback suppression, or digital feedback reduction, and digital noise
reduction.
The latest innovations have been Bluetooth wireless technology, which allows users to stream music and calls
from computers, smartphones, and TVs directly through the hearing aid, rechargeable batteries that last up to 24
hours and recharge overnight. ZPower offers a retrofit rechargeable microbattery (silver-zink technology)
compartment for a limited number of compatible brands.
What’s next? Instant recharge of batteries...30 seconds is promised!
For more information on hearing aids and hearing aid providers, go online to Consumer Reports (subscription
required) and hearingtracker.com
T H A N K Y O U — T O T H E B G E M P L O Y E E S ! ! ! T H E Y D O N A T E D
M O R E T H A N 2 5 0 T O Y S F O R T H I S Y E A R ’ S T O Y D R I V E ! !
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T H E

F I S H E R

H O U S E

G R A N D

O P E N I N G

Sallie Gough and Ellen Shong Bergman

Seems like yesterday when Bishop Gadsden residents gave so generously to the
construction of Charleston’s Fisher House. It was over two years ago, with Ellen
Bergman as the Generous Spirit Chair, championing the cause. The year was 2015
and the total amount given to Fisher House was $115,000. Fisher House is awarded
the highest ranking, A+, in Charity Watch, rating the least overhead and most
benefit to beneficiaries.
You may have seen the December 8 article in the local newspaper that the
ribbon cutting ceremony was held on December 7; our very own Ellen was part of
the ribbon cutting team, as tribute to the amazingly generous amount given by our
residents. Fisher House (at 150 Wentworth Street in downtown Charleston about a
mile away from the hospital) has been built and given to the VA Hospital for
housing of families needing a residence while they stay close to a veteran receiving
care at the hospital. Everything is provided for those families: meals, laundry
detergent and toilet supplies, transportation to and from the hospital, toys for Fisher House’s David Coker
children, etc. The new three story building took the place of the demolished
presents the Patriot Award to
McAlister-Smith Funeral Home. It is magnificent, inside and out.
The evening before the ribbon cutting, an open house was held. Jamie and Sallie Bishop Gadsden, received by
resident Ellen Bergman.
Gough and Kimberly Borts attended along with Ellen and Karl Bergman.
During the evening’s reception, Bishop Gadsden was surprised by the Fisher
House Foundation with a Patriot Award—given to some of their most generous donors. Ellen Shong Bergman
received this award on behalf of Bishop Gadsden.
Entering Fisher House, which has the “new everything” aroma, we were absolutely amazed at the grandness of
the common rooms: living room, meeting room/library, dining room, large kitchen with sparkling stainless
appliances, huge laundry room with a long row of combination washers/dryers (all in one machine), den behind the
kitchen with super-sized television, and huge outdoor patio. The furniture and décor were detailed and beautiful,
with the appearance of very expensive furnishings. The statue of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher (who started the whole idea,
addressing the need at Walter Reed Hospital in D.C.) is positioned at the base of the handsome staircase, and close
to the elevator. Bishop Gadsden is commemorated on the plaque as a major contributor.
On the second and third floors are eight bedroom suites each, some with two single beds, some with queen size
and others with king size beds. All are furnished with beautiful furniture. Handsome wall coverings, art, carpeting,
chairs, chests of drawers, and desks with large televisions are in each. Each has a private bath, also beautifully
appointed.
Families are already awaiting the move-in scheduled for early January.
Families may stay as long as needed; in the past, a family in another location
stayed as long as two years during the loved one’s rehabilitation. Everything
is provided to the family FREE. What this means is that the expense of
construction was only the beginning. Now the ongoing need for food,
provisions, transportation, toys and amenities begins. Local restaurants,
individuals and families, and businesses are already pledging support. For
example, one restaurant will be delivering full meals one night a week for
the current residents of Fisher House. All provisions for cooking in the
kitchen are provided, along with a huge stocked pantry.
Bedroom Bishop Gadsden has already made contact with the new House Manager
and plans are underway for interested Bishop Gadsden residents to receive a
tour and information on how they can personally support and volunteer for the veterans and their families. So, there
will certainly be a way for Bishop Gadsden to contribute to the support in the next years, and hopefully, we may
even vote again to put Fisher House as one of the charities we will be supporting.
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